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10.

INTRODUCTION

Aim of any number system is to deal with certain quantities which can be measured,
monitored, recorded, manipulated arithmetically, observed and utilised. Each quantity
has to be represented by its value as efficiently and accurately as is necessary for any
application. The numerical value of a quantity can be basically expressed in either
analog (continuous) or digital (step by step) method of representation.
In analog method, a quantity is expressed by another quantity which is proportional to
the first. For example, the voltage output of an anqlil'irr is measured by a voltmeter.
The angular position of the needle of the volt~neter1: ! roportional to the voltage output
of the amplifier. Yet another example is of a thermometer. The height to which the
mercury rises is propbrlional to the temperature. In both these examples, the value of
voltage and temperature can be anywhere between zero and the maximum limit.
In digital method, the value of a quantity is expresscd by some symbols which are
callcd digits, and not by a quantity which is proportionnl to the first. In a digital watch,
the time, which changes continuously, is expressed by digits which do not change
continuously. The hour-digits change every hour, and the minute-digits change every
minute. But there is no measurement of time lapsed between two successive minute- .
digits. If we want to measure time more accurately then use can be made of watches
which have second-digits as well. The second-digits change every second. The time
passed between two seconds is not measured. If this is to be measured, we have to use
sports watches where the time is measured upto 2 dccimal places. Thus the time can be
exprcssed by digits which change step by step (discrete). This step which is an interval
of time, in this example, can be made by us as small as necessary, Hence, the analog
qual~titieslike time can be repiesented as digital approximations (e,g. 10 hour 40

,
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minutes, or more accurately 10 hour 39 minutes 50 secondsj. As is clear fro1-n the
exanlples above, tlie accuracy of the value of an analog quantity generally depends upon
the judgement of the observer.
Many number systems are being used in digital technology. Most comrnon a~nongstthem
are decimal, binary, octal, and hexadecimal systems. We are most familiar with the
decimal number system, because we use it everyday. In this unit we shall describe these
number systems, the conversion of a number lrom one system lo another, and finally
binmy arithmetic. his unit is intended to provide the first step in our understanding of
digital electronics.
I n the next unit you will be introduced to somc of the gates which are fundamental in
digital electronics. There you will be familiarised with Boolean algebra which is a
Inathematical method used in the design of digital systems.

Objectives
After studying this unit, you should be able to
0

write binary number and convert it into its decimal equivalent anci'a decimal
number into its binary equivalent,

0

explain octal number system, understand octal counting, convert an octal number
into its decimal and binary equivalents and decimal and binary numbers into their
octal equivalents,

o

explain hexadecimal number system, understand hex counting, convert hex number
into its dccimal, binary and octal equivalents and decimal, binary and octal
numbers into thcir hex equivalents,

e

write BCD code and convert a deci~nalnumber into its equivalent BCD code alld
vice versa,

e

understand ASCII code,

e

learn addition, subtraction, multiplication and division using,binarv n1lmhr.r~.
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10.2

First let us consider the familiar decimal system. In this system there are ten distinct alld
different digits (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6, 7, 8, and 9). For lnagnitudcs greater than 9 the
convention is to arrange digits in rows starting with the most significant on the left and
concluding with the lcast significant on thc right. The significance is determined by wltat
is called the 'weighting' of a digit. Thus arises thc concept of 'tens', 'hundreds',
'thousands', etc. For cxample 3458 = (3 x lo3) + (4 x lo2) + (5 x 10') + (8 x 109. Each
digit is one of the symbols 0 to 9 and is multiplied by a power of ten, depending upon
the position of digit. Thus decimal numbers me said to have a base of ten and the
multiplying powers lo0, lo', lo2, 1 0 b t c . are called 'weight' or 'positional valucs'.
In the binary number system (base of 2), there are only two digits: 0 and 1 and the
place values are 2O, 2', 22, etc. Binary digits are abbreviated as bits. For exampIe
1101 is a binary number of 4 bits (is., it is a binary number containing four binary
digits.)

z3

A binary number may have any numbcr of bits. Consider the number 11001.01 1. Note
the binary point (counterpart of decimal point in decimal number system) in this
number. The bit on the extreme right is called least significant bit (LSB) a ~ the
~ d bit on
the extreme left is called most significant bit (MSBj. Each bit has its positional ~ ~ o l uase
shown in Fig. 10.1.
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Fie. 10.1: Binary number: showing positional values (weight) of each bit.

1

The bits on the left of the binary point are positive powers of 2 and bits on the right of
binary point are negative powers of 2. The decimal equivalent of this number is found
by summing the products of each bit and its positional value as follows:

Note that to avoid confusion the subscripts 2 and 10 are written with the numbers
to indicate the base of the appropriate number system in which the number is
expressed.
Any nun~bcrcan bc exprcsscd in binary form in thc usual way as shown in Table 10.1.
Table 10.1: Counting in Binary System.

Prom this Table, note that 4 binary digits are required to do counting upto 15,,. Thus il"
the number of bits is 11, then wc can go upto 2" counts and the largest decimal number
represented will be 2" - 1. For example, in the above cash, n = 4 and therefore, the
largcst decimal numbcr replescntcd is 2" - 1 = 15,,. To write the next highcr number jn
Table 10.1, we need an additional column for I: 1 ~ x power
1
nf the base i,c. z4.

.

SAQ 1
What is the largest dccimal number that can be represented using 10 bits?

1

/

4
1

I
I

1
I

?

The advantage of binary system is that it has made the job of designing the digital
circuitry very egsy because only two distinct states or levels of voltagcs have to be
handled. For example, 'ON' state of a bulb may be represented by the bit '1' and ' O W
state by '0'. In tenns of voltages, 0 V or a 'LOW' voltilgc may represent bit '0' and
5 V or o 'HIGH' voltage may represent bit '1'. Actually, it is not necessary also to have
precise voltages assigned co each bit. In analog systcm the exact value of voltage is very
important which makes the design of accurate nnalog circuitry very difficult. However,
in digital systems exact value ol vollnge is not important because a voltagc of 3.9 V
means the sanlc thing as n voltage of 4.4 V or 5 V. This aspect will be d e d l with in
Unit 12.
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Let us now see how binary ,numbers can be converted into equivalent decimal form and
vice-versa.

10.2.1 Binary to Decimal Conversion
From the exan~plediscussed above it is clear that a binary number can be collvel.ted inlo
its decimal equivalent by simply adding the weights of various positions in the binary
number which have bit 1. For examplc, consider the conversion of 100011,101,.

Let us Lake up another exnmple of convcrsion of 111001 1 1.0101,,

Consider the following examples.
1111.00 = 15
11110.0 = 30
111100.0 = 60
From these examples it is clear that if the binary point is shifted towards right side, then
tlie value of the number is doubled.
Now consider the following examples.
111.100 = 7.5
11.1 100 = 3.75
1.1 1100 = 1.875
From these examples it is clear that if the binary point is shifted towards the left side,
then the value of the number is haIved.

SAQ 2
Convert 1011.101 into its decimal equivalent.

10.2.2 Decimal to Binary Conversion
A decimal number is converted into its binary equivale~~t
by its repented divisions by 2.
The division is continued till we get a quotient of 0. Then all the remainders are
arranged sequentially with first remainder taking the position of LSB and the last one
taking the position of MSB. Consider the conversion of 27 into its binary equivalent as
follows.

If the number also has some figures on the right of the decimal point, then this part of
the number is to be treated separately. Multiply this part repeatedly by 2. After first
multiplication by 2, either 1 or 0 will appear on the left of the decimal point. Keep this
1 or 0 separately and do not multiply it by 2 subsequently. This should be followed for
every multiplication. Continue multiplication by 2 till you get all 0s after the decimal
point or upto the level of the accuracy desired. This will be clear from the followi~~g
exaniplc. Consider the conversion of 27.62510into its binary equivalent. We have
already converted 27 into its binary equivalent which is 1101 1,. Now for the conversion
of 0,625, multiply it by 2 repeatedly as follows:

Thus 27.625,, = 1101 1.101,.
Let us try .another example, conversion of 58.0725,, into binary. Split this number in
two parts, i.e. 58 and ,0725 and convert them into binary separately as described above.

Now take up the conversion of ,0725

Thus 58.0725,, = 111010.00010,
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SAQ 3
What is the binary equivalent of 37.75,,?

Representing numbers in binary is V C ~ Ytedious since binary nu~nbersoften consist of a
large chain of 0's and 1's. Imagine the length of the binary equivalent of a 40 digit
decimal number !!. So, convenient shorthand forms for representing the binary numbers
ore developed such as octal sysienl and hexadecimal system. With these number systems
long strings of 0's and 1's can be reduced to a manageable fonn. Let us see wtlat tllesc
systems are.
P

10.3

OCTAL NUMBER SYSTEM

The octal nulnbcr system has base-8, that is therc arc 8 digits in this system. Thesc
weight of cach octal digit is some power 111' 8
digits are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
dcpcnding upon the position of thc digit. This is explained in Fig. 10.2.
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Fig. 10.2: Octal number: showing positional valucs (weights) of each digit.

Octal number does not include the deci~naldigits 8 and 9. IF any number includes
ciecimal digits 8 and 9, then the number can not bc an octal number.
N o w let us see how counting is tbne in octal system. You arc fi~rnilinrwith the
!he
counting in decimal system. In decimal system there are 10 digits from I to 9 lle~~cc

counting in such systcm is done as in Table 10.2.
Tablc 10.2: Counting in deciinnl systcm.

In the same style, couilting call be done in octal system as shown in Tul)lc 10.3.
Table 10.3: Counting in octal system.

In the octal counting, if t i is the number of digits then the total number of counts is 8".
The largest decimal number represented by an octal number having n digits is 8" - 1.
Thus with 11 = 4, the total number of counts is 84 = 409G and the largest dcci~nal
number represented is 4096 - 1 = 4095,,.

SAQ 4
Can the number 128.96 be an octal number?

SAQ 5
What is [he largcst decimal number that can be represented by a three digit octal
nun1bcr?

10.3.1 Octal to Decimal Conversion
As has been done in case of hintlry numbers, an oclal number can be converted into its
decimal equivalent by ~nultiplyingthe oclal digit by ils positional value. For example,

Let us convert 36.48 into clecimal number.

+ 6 x 8' + 4 x 8-'
24 + 6 + 0.5

36.4, = 3 x 8'
=

= 30.5,"

-

-.

SAQ 6

:

What is the decimal equivalent

o/C 37.2,?

10.3.2 . Decimal to Octal Conversion
A decimal number can be converted b y repeated division b y 8 into equivalent octal
number. This method is similar to that adopted in dccimal to binary conversion,
If the decimal number has some digits on the right of the decimal point, then this part
of the number is convcrtcd into its octal equivalent by repeatedly multiplying it by 8.
The process is same as has been rollowed in binary number system. Consider the
conversion of 126.38,, into its decimal equivalent. Split it into Lwo parts, that is 126
and .38

1

7

Now the conversion of .38 is as follows:

6

Ni~rl~her
System snd Cnc!.cs

3

4

2

0

Thus 126.38,, = 176.3024,

SAQ '7
What is the octal equivalent of 15.250,,?

10.3.3 Octal to Binary Conversion

-.

In the octal number system the highest octal digit i . ~ 7. can be expressed as a 3-bit
binary number. Therefore, all the octal digits have to be represented by n 3-bit binary
number. The binary equivalent of each octal digit is shown in Table 10.4. The main
advantage of the octal number system is the easiness with which any octal number can
be converted into its binary equivalent.
Table 10.4: Binary equivalent of each octal digit.
Octal digit

I

3-bit binary equivalun~

"1

Using this conversion af octal digit into 3-bit binary number, any octal nymber can bc
converted into its binary equivalent by simply replacing each octal digit by a 3-bjt
binary number. For example, conversion of 567, into its binary equivalent is:
567,

= 101110111
= 101110111,

Thus 567,

= 10111011 1.,

Another example:
Conversion of 672.27, into its binary equivalent.
672.27, = 110 111 010!010 111
I

= 110111010.010111,
Thus 672.27, = 110111010.0101 11,

.i
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SAQ 8
Represent 10027.12, in binary number.

10.3.4 Binary to Octal Conversion
A binary nuinber can be converted into its octal equivalent by first making groups of
3-bits starting from the LSB side. If the MSB side does not have 3 bits, then add 0s to
make th.: last group of 3 bits. Then by replacing each group of 3 bits by its octal
equiialent, a binary number can be converted into its binary equivalent. For example,
consider the conversion of 1100011001, into its octal equivalent as follows:

= 001 100 01 1 001

= l

[As the MSB side does not have 3 bits, we
have added two 0's to makc the last group
of 3 bits]

4 3 1

= 1431,
Thus 1100011001, = 1431,

SAQ 9
What is the octal equivalent of 10010,?

10.4

HEXADECIMAL NUMBER SYSTEM.

The hexadecimal nuinber system has base-16, that is it has 16 digits (Hexadecimal
~neans'16'). Thcse digits are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, and F. The
digits A, B, C, D, E, and F have equivalent decimal values 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15
rcspcctively. Each Hex (I~exadecimalis popularly known as hex) digit in a hex number
has a positional value that is some power of 16 depending upon its position in the
number. This is illtistrated in Fig. 10.3.
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Pig. 10.3: Hexadecimal number: sliowing positionnl values (weight) of each digit.

Thc relationshil, ol. hex digits with deciinal and binary numbers is given in Table 10.5.
Note that to represent thc largest licx digit wc requirc four binary bits. Therefore, the
hinary equivalcnt OF all the hex digits have to be written in 1. 2it numbers.
Table 10.5: Binary and Decimal equivalent of each Hex Digit.
Hex digit

0
I

0
1

2
3

2
3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7
8
9
A

7

B
,

Decimal equivalent

C

D
E
F

8

9
10
1!
12
13
14
15

4-bit Binary equivalent

0000
0001
0010
001 1
0100
01 01
01 10
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100.
1101
1110
1111

Digital Electronics

While doing counting in hex number system if n is the number of hex digits then
counting can be done upto 16" counts and the largest decimal number represented-by a
hex number is 16" 1. T1ie hex counting is shown in Table 10.6.
Tnble 10.6: Counting in Hexadecimal system.

SAQ 10
What is the number next to i335F16?

SAQ 11
What is the largest decimal number represented by a 3-digit hex number?

10.4.1 Hex to Decimal Conversion
I'

Hex to decimal conversion is done in the same way as in the cases of binary and octal
to decimal conversions. A hex number is converted into its equivalent decimal number
by summing the products of the weights of each digit and their values. This is clear
from the example of conversion of 514.AFl, into its decimal equivalent.

1

Another example:

= 958.1016,,.

SAQ 12
What is decimal equivalent of 1BE2,,?

10.4.2 Decimal to Hex Conversion
A decimal number is converted into hex number in the same way as a decimal number
is converted into its equivalent binary and octal numbers. The part of the number on the
left of the decimal point is to be divided repeatedly by 16 and the part an the right of
the decimal point is to be repeatedly multiplied by 16. This will be clear from the
examples of conversion of 579.26,, into hex equivalent. Split the numbc:' iilto two parts
579 and .26.
-

L
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Now .26 is converted into hex nurnber as follows:

Thus 579.26,, = 243.428,,.

SAQ 13
What is llic hex equivalent of 37,,.

1/

1

!

10.4.3 Hex to Binary Conversion
As in octal numbcr systcm, il hex numbcr is converted into its binary cquivillent by
replacing each hex digit by its equivalent 4-bit binary number, This is clear from thc
I'ollowing example:

SAQ 14
What is the binary equivalent of (iFIO,,'!

10.4.4 Binary to Hex Conversion
By a process that is reversc of' the process described in sectiot~10.4.4 above, a binary
nuinber can be converted illto its hex equivalent. Starting from the LSB side, group the
binary number bits into groups of lour bits. If towards the MSB side, the number of bits
is lcss than Sour then add zeros on the left of the MSB so thal the group of four is
complete. Replace each group by its equivalent hex digit. This is clear from the
following exanlple:
1001101110,

=

0010

=

26E1,.

0110 1110

SAQ 15
!

What is the hex ccluivalcnt of 1100101010011 ll,?
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~ e toi Octal Conversion

10.4.5

Eacll digit of the hex number is first converted into its equivalent four bit binary
number. Then the bits of tlie equivalent binary number are grouped into groups of thl.ee
bits. Then each group is replaced by its equivalent oclal digit to get tlie octal number.
For example:

SAQ 16
What is the octal equivalent ot 5A9,,'!

10.4.6 Octal t6 Hex Conversion
For octal to hex chpversion, just reverse the process described in section 10.4.6 above.
This is clear fro14 the following example:

Tliis qethod can alsb be applied to hex to decimal and deci~nalto hex conversions. For
example consider the conversion of 3C1, into its decimal equivalent:

Check the conversion.
3%

=

3 ~ 1 6 ' + C ~ 1 6 ~

=

3

=

48

x 16' + 12 x 16'

I

+ 12

= &Il0.
111100, =
t

~ + + ~ + 2 " + 2 ~

\

32+16+8+4

= ~60,,.
Thus 3C,,

= 111 100, = 60,,.

SAQ 17
What is the hex equivalent of 327,?

10.5

CODES

So far you Iiave learnt about binary, octal and hexadecimal nuinber system. For. any
number system with n base B and digits
(LSB), N,, N,, ...... N,,,
(MSB), the decirnfll
equivalent N,o is given by

b0

I

I
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You have also obscrved that a numbcr i n iuny system can be writtcn I I I the hinary
lorm. A number codc is a relalionship betwecn the binary digits and the numhcr
rclxcsented. T ~ L I all
S , nu~nbersystems are codes and the dccimul cquivalent is given
hy Eq. (10.1 i Rut tlicrc arc other relalionsliips p r codcs that relate dccimal nu~nbcrsand
g r o ~ ~ p(11's binary tligi~sIllat do no1 o1,cy Eq. (10.1) TIlcse relat~onshipsare called codes.
Wc will now d i s c ~ ~ some
ss
ol' thc iml~ortantcodes used in digilal work.

10.5.1

BCD Code

In BCD (BCD stands I'or binary codcd clccinlal) codc, each digit of a decimal number is
co~~\lcrted
into its l i ) ~ bit
~ r binary e q ~ l i \ ~ ~ l eThe
n t . largcst decimal digit is 9, tllerel'orc tllc
largest binary cquivalent is 100 I. This is illustrntetl .as I'ollows:

Rcmembcr that the convel-sion of 11 decimal number into its binary equivalen~and BCD
cquivalent leads to two dil'l'crent numbers. For example:

158," = 1001 I 1 10, (obtnincd by rcpcated division method).
Tllus we see that it is quite easy to convert from decimal to BCD and hom BCD to
decimal. It is much easier to convert from BCD to dccimal tlian horn straight binary to
dcci~nal,bccausc'wc only have to count upto 9 in binary to do so. However, it takes
lnorc hits to rc],resen~:I number in BCD than in binary.
A BCD numbcr is converted into its clecimal equivalent by the reverse process. For
cxanq,le:

Although tlic main I'unction of a computer is to perform arithmetic operations, it also
proccsscs Incssages and information in a language that uses letters of the alphabet (e.g.
English) and data ol' other kinds. Computers opernte by coding letters of the alphabet,
othel. symbols, iund data into binary Sorni. The code used for this purpose is ASCII code
about which you will stildy now.
c

10.5.2 ASCII Code

The word ASCII is run acronym of American Standard Code for Information Interchange.
This is the alphanu~nericcode most widely used in computcrs:The alphanurnel.ic code is
one that rcpresents alphabets, nunierical numbers, punctuation marks and other special
characters recognised hy a computer. The ASCII code is a 7-bit code representing 26
English alphabets, 0 Ihrough 9 digits, punctuation marks, etc, A 7-bit code has Z7 = 128
possible code groups which arc quite sufficient. A partial ASCII code listing i s shown in
Table 10.6.

'

Table 10.6: Some of the ASCU codes for numbers, alphabets and other common sylnhols,

Thc code is A,ASA,A,A,A,A,. For example, A has A,A,A, of 100 and an A3A,A,Aoof
0001. Therefore, ils ASCII code is
100 0001 = A.

The ASCII code for a is 1 10 0001.

I

SAQ 18
What is the ASCII code of SHARMA'?

10.6

-.

BINARY ARITHMETIC

1I

Digital computers can perronn arilh~ncticoperations using only binary numbers. We will
lear~ihow to add, subtract, multiply and divide hinary numbers. We will first review lliis
in Uie familiar decirnal system and apply {lie same ideas to binary system.

10.6.1 Addition
Let us rccall the addition in deci~nalnumbers. Suppose we want to add 563
We start adcling tlie digits in the lcast significant column. We get,

9

(no carry to tlie 11~x1
column)

E

g
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Next, the digits of the second column are added and we get,

09

(carry 1 to the next column)

In this case 6 + 4 gives 0, with a carry 1 to the next column. Then the digits of the last
column and the 'carry' from the previous column are added. We get,
563
146
1

............carry from previous column

709

-

(no carry)

Addition of binary numbers can be carried out in a similar way by the column method.
But before we do this, we need to discuss four simple cases. We known in the decimal
number system, 3 + 6 = 9 symbolizes the combining of ... with ...... to get a total of
............... Let us now discuss the four simple cases.
Case 1: When nothlng is combined with nothing, we gct nothing. The binary
representation of this is 0 + 0 = 0.
Case 2: When nothing is combined with ., we get. Using binary numbers to denote
this gives 0 + 1 = 1.
Case 3: Combining. with nothing gives. The binary equivalent of this is 1

+ 0 = 1.

Case 4: When we combine. with ., the result is .. Using binary numbers, we symbolize
1 + 1 = 10.
.* .-I
The last result is sometimes confusing because of our long time association with decimal
numbers. But it is correct qnd makes sense because we are using binary numbers.
Binary number 10 stands for.. and not for ..........(ten).
To summarize our results for binary addition,

To add large binary numbers, carry into higher-order columns as is done with decimal
numbers. As an example, add 10 to 10 as follows

In the first column, 0 plus 0 is 0. In the second column, 1 plus 1 is 0, carry a 1. As
another example, take 1 + 1 + 1, Add two of the 1's to get 10 1.

+

Adding again gives 11 as follows:

See another example
101

+ 110
1011

first column: 1 + 0 = 1
secondcolumn: O + 1 = 1
third column: 1

+ 1 = 10 (zero, carry one)

Further exa~nplesare

all cligital nelworks 01. computers only two binary numbcrs arc added :it a time. 'To
add more than two numbers, first two numbcrs are added, then to thcir sum the third
number is aclded, and so on. Therefore, wc shouid not worry about thc ncldition 0s 11~0rc
than two numbcrs. The colnputcr can add numhcrs in a few microseconds or even Ichs,
You will see that the niultiplication, division and subtractions arc actually dolie by
computers by way of addition.
11)

SAQ 19
Add the following :

(a) l O l O and 1 1 01
(b) l o l l and 1010

-

10.6.2 Subtraction
Binary subtraction is tlonc in the s:unc way as i n tlecimal systcm. Lct us recall Illc
clccimal subtraction, for example.

In this example, a 1 is borrowed from the ten's position giving 16 i n thc LSD.
Then 16 - 9 = 7. Borrowing a I from the ten's position lerves 4 in placc ol' 5.
Then 4 - 4 = 0. In the same way the binary subtraction c:un bc done.
T O subtract binary numbers, we first need to discuss rour simple cases.

Cise 1

0- 0 = O

Case 2

1-0 = 1

Case 3

1

-1

=0

.

The last result represents . . - . = which makes scnse. T o subtract large bini11.y
numbcrs, subtract colulnn by column, borrowing from the acljaccnt column when
necessary. For exn!nple, in subtracting 101 li.om 11 1, we proceed as Sollows:
111

first column :
second column:

1-1=0
1- 0= 1

010

third column:

1- 1=0

- 101

Here is another example: subtract 1010 from 1 101
1101

- 1010

first column:
second column:

1- 0=1
10 (after borrow) - 1 = I

third column:
fourth oolumn:

0 (after borrow) - I = 0
1 - 1 = 0.

SAQ 20
Subtract binary 10001 1 from 110011.
h

10.6.3 Multiplication and Division
The multiplication of binary numbers is also done in the same manner as in decimal
system. It is rather easier, because the multiplication table for binary has only four
cases.
Case 1

OxO=O

Case 2

0x 1=0

Case 3

lxO=O

Case 4

l x l = l

For example, in inultiplying 1101 by 1001, we proceed as follows:

In the beginning the first partial product is wrjttcn. Subsequcnlly L;.c~ pz:iril product is
written below the previous one by shifting one place towards left relative to the previous
place. However, the digital circuits or computers add only two binary nuinbers at a time.
Theqefore, lo the suin of tirst two partial products is added the third partial i,roduc;t. To
this sum is added the third partial product to give the final suin.
Thc process of dividing a binary number is once again the sanle as followed in the
decimal system. To divide 1100 by 10, we proceed as Eollows.

SAQ 21
Multiply 10110 by 1 10.

-.
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SUMMARY
7

8

There are mainly four nuniber systems naincly binary, octal, decimal and
hexadeciinal which have :!, 8, 10 and 16 digits respectively. But it is the ease in
applications that decides vvhich kind of number system should tie defined and
used. Every computer uses: two or more of the above mentioned number systems
simultaneously.

8

The binary number system has only two digits: 0 and 1. A binary digit is called
bit, A binary number can t,e converted into its cquivalent octal, decimal and hex
numbers as dcscribed in the text. And also octal, decimal and hex nu~nherscan be
converted into equivalent hinary numbers.

8

The octal number system has 8 digits: 0 through 7. An octal number can be
converted into its equivale~ltbinary, decimal and hex numbers and vice versa as
described in the text.

.
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The hex number system has 16 digits: 0 through 9,A (10) through F (15). As in
the other systems, the hex numbers can be converted as described in the text inlo
their binary, octal and decimal equivalents and vice versa.

e

It is possible to arrange sets of binaly digits LO represent numbers, letters of die
alphabet or other information by using a given code. Some ofithe important codes
are BCD and ASCII codes.

o

In the BCD code, each decimal digit is replaced by its 4-bit binary equivalent. Tile
conversion of BCD code into its decimal equivalent and vice versa is quite easy.
Therefore, it is quite often used in computers.

o

The ASCII code is the most widely used alphanumeric code. It is a 7-bit binary
number-and has Z7= 128 possible 7-bit binary numbers which are quite sufficient
to describe the capital and small letters of the alphabet, digits, punctuation mgks,
and other symbols.
/

The fundamental arithmetic of binary addition is contained in four rules:

4.

e

1

+1=0

but 1 must be carried over to next higher
(more significant) bit.

The fundamental arithmetic of, binary subtraction is contai.ned in four rules:
1.

0- o=o

2.

0 - 1 = 1 and borrow 1 from the next more significant bit

3.

1- 0=1

The four rules for binary multiplicatioll are:
1.

O X O = , ~

2.

Oxl=l
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TERMINAL QUESTIONS

In the binary sequence, what 'ii number that followp 10111?
What is the largest decimal number that can be expressed by 6 bits'?
Convert 11011011010.1101, into its decimal equivalent.
Convert 372.125,, into its binary equivalent.
Convert 89.875,, into its binary equivalent.
What is the largest decimal number represented by a five digit octal number?
Convert 77778into its decimal equivalent.

,

Convert 6789,, into its octal equivalent,
Convert 23401, into its binary equivalent.
Convert 11001101llOOIOIOz into its octal equivalent.
Add the following binary numbers 1 110001 and 1O10101
Multiply 101.1 by 11.01
Divide 11011 by 100
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Noml~crSysteln and Codes

SOLUTIONS AND ANSWERS

SAQs
Largest decimal number =2" - I . With

11

= 10, 21° - 1 = 1024 - I = 1023,,.

No. Octal numbers do not have digits 8 and 9.

The largest decimal number is 8"

Lill-gesl deci~nalnumber = 16"

= 4096 + 2816

,,.

I = 512 - 1 = 51 1

1 = 4096 - 1 = 4095,,.

+ 224 + 2

= 71311,,.

13.

25,,.

14.

6F101,=0110 1111 0001 0000= 1101111000100002.

15.

110010101001111, = 0110 0101 0100 1111 = 654F,,.

16. 511?9,, = 0101 1010 1001
= 010 I10 101 001
= 2651,.

17.

3278

= 011 010 111
= 0 1101 0111
= D7t6

18. SHARMA = 101001 1 1001000 1000001 1010010 l0OllOL 1000001
19.

(a) 10111

20.

10000.

(h)

10101
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